The policies pursued by British trade unions, and especially by the white-collar unions in the second half of the twentieth century, remain the subject of vigorous debate. Many writers have contrasted the egalitarian principles of these institutions and the radical rhetoric of their leaders with the narrow sectional interests which they served in practice. This article offers an alternative approach to such accounts in suggesting that rhetoric and practical behaviour were not contradictory, but complementary, features of union recruitment and bargaining in the period [1950][1951][1952][1953][1954][1955][1956][1957][1958][1959][1960][1961][1962][1963][1964][1965][1966][1967][1968]. The building of white-collar unions required the officers to think in imaginative ways, deploying a rhetoric and a logic of professional expertise as well as communicating with a diverse and demanding constituency of members. The relationship between the governance of the white-collar union and the politics of the British labour movement was also a subtle and dynamic one in this period of growing state regulation. Clive Jenkins used the resistance to incomes policy as a recruiting sergeant among staff concerned with the erosion of differentials. The most successful white-collar union of the late twentieth century evolved a range of recruiting and bargaining models that were grounded on the hard historical experience of the postwar years, as well as the rhetoric and marketing talents of its charismatic General Secretary.
carried a much heavier workload for less reward than their American counterparts. His itinerary abroad had included a visit to the office of James Hoffa and the American Teamsters' Union, whose business methods Jenkins discussed with some admiration. 1 In promoting the appeal of collective action for managers as well as technical and supervisory staff, Jenkins cultivated a profile as a ''trade-union tycoon'' who could be compared with the labour-union bosses feted by American politicians. 2 This rising star of the Association of Supervisory Staffs and Executive Technicians (ASSET) readily appreciated the appeal of America's business unionism while remaining a fierce critic of the United States foreign policy. Jenkins joined the British Communist Party in the early 1950s and married an American communist activist, as well as becoming a prominent role critic of Washington during the Cuban missile crisis. His passionate support for communist Cuba was equalled only by his defence of North Vietnam and bitter criticism of American bombing. 3 Trade Union Affairs was found and edited by Jenkins and other leftwing union leaders as a forum for serious debate on industrial strategy and public policy. 4 Much of the success which Jenkins enjoyed by the 1960s could be attributed to his skills as a writer, broadcaster, and self-publicist. 5 As the leader of a union which claimed to embody and express the modernization of the British economy in its transition to a new era of scientific work and computerized communication, Jenkins adapted and altered the rhetoric of class within the labour movement by explicitly claiming to defend the interests of career-minded middle-class executives. 6 In a period when most trade-union officials regarded the press as their adversaries, Jenkins brought to the ASSET a capacity for communication with the mass media which yielded enormous benefits in membership growth. The result was a truly extraordinary rate of growth which resulted in Jenkins's union claiming well over 400,000 members by 1979 and almost 660,000 by the time of his retirement in 1989.
In the early 1960s, ASSET remained a small organization of little more than 20,000 members, a minority of whom paid the union's political levy. Ambitious left-wing leaders of smaller unions often faced the solid hostility of larger general unions at the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and Labour Party conferences, where the moderates often dominated the agenda. Such opposition only sharpened Jenkins's scathing commentary on conservative union leaders who were ''always long on expediency, and short on theory''. 7 Jenkins saw that the white-collar unions could not rely on the appeals to historical experience and traditional custom which sustained the manual unions. Under his leadership, the Association of Scientific Technical and Managerial Staffs (ASTMS), the successor to ASSET, provided a regular and highly-respected research report on the British economy. ASTMS attracted professional employees to the ranks of trade unionism by presenting an informed analysis of economic change and industrial regeneration. In promoting analysis and discussion among the trade unions, Jenkins was concerned not only with acquiring expertise to enhance the bargaining capacity of the union, but also with the management of knowledge for strategic effect. In this sense, he was as concerned with the rhetoric form of knowledge and meaning as with the content of information.
Jenkins's command of the media was secured not only by an unquestioned talent for providing memorable headlines. His keen appreciation of the relationship between knowledge and power was also expressed in brutal clashes with his critics. He became an enthusiastic complainer to newspaper editors and to the Press Council, demanding a right of reply and proving a ready litigant who drew a considerable income from successful libel actions against the press. 8 The hostility of his conservative enemies was only surpassed by the savage attacks on Jenkins by the ultra-left Socialist Worker, and again he proved a ruthless opponent, inflicting lethal legal costs on the left-wing New Statesman, as well as the Socialist Worker, when he was libelled. 9 These exchanges formed part of a much wider debate on the role of trade-union officers, their relationship with the membership, and the class orientation or outlook of those members. 10 The recruitment of salaried employees to white-collar unions has been an important feature of the discussion of collective bargaining and class identity for many years. 11 In one important study, Bob Carter argued that the growth of ASTMS could not be adequately explained in terms of the appeal of a moderate middle-class association nor as the product of the proletarianization of the nonmanual employees. Carter suggests that the appeal of Jenkins and the growth of his union can be understood as a specific and pragmatic attempt of managers, supervisors, and others to defend their peculiar interests in a period when their needs were not likely to be fulfilled by closer alignment with either employers or manual unions. 12 In explaining the left-wing causes adopted by Jenkins and the ASTMS in the period of rapid growth before 1979, Carter suggests that the rhetoric of Tribunite socialism expressed by the leadership had little impact on the great majority of members, who remained passive and uninterested in such issues. He also endorses contemporary criticisms of Jenkins as a pragmatic political opportunist who pursued connections which could serve his personal ambitions as well as those of his union. 13 In discussing the growth of white-collar unionism, various authors have debated the importance of the class identity and political aspirations of nonmanual occupations and their organizations in shaping the development of the British labour movement. George Bain's key study of whitecollar unionism offered the celebrated statement that neither social characteristics nor workplace situation played any significant part in determining the membership of nonmanual unions.
14 Exchanges have continued on the class orientation of rank-and-file unionists, though in recent years there has been greater scepticism about radical interpretations of trade-union bureaucracy and an emphasis rather on diverse institutional and personal influences in the progress of union-member relations. 15 In particular, discussions of white-collar unions have often been seen as standing some distance from the historical conflicts of manual workers and employers, even though the leaders of salaried employees have often claimed left-wing credentials. As noted above, Carter suggests that the radical rhetoric expressed by ASTMS failed to touch the passive members, whose only experience of struggle was based on the highly fragmented nature of group organization at individual plants. 16 The focus of such research has often been confined to the structure of these organizations, their appeal to members, and the relationship between paid officials and the unpaid representatives of the workforce in the face of different employer strategies.
A recurring theme in discussions of the structure of trade unions and the relations between their full-time and lay officers is the capacity of the union membership to secure control over their union and to express their political ambitions in the postwar period. 17 Institutionalist writers, such as Bain, have examined the specific ways in which historical experience and the recurring bargaining practice of different unions contributed to the policies pursued by such organizations, though relatively little attention has been paid to the recruitment and management of union field officers, or their contribution to the practice of trade unionism. There is little doubt that British union structures evolved in response to the bargaining environment as well as internal pressures from members and officers, as the long-term relative decline of manufacturing industry, the growing employment of women, and the sustained expansion of service occupations offered nonmanual unions fresh opportunities for recruitment.
Jenkins and other union leaders were able to secure national agreements as they recruited in the public sector, though they also recognized the preferences of many employers for individual and company-led negotiations rather than collective negotiations via employers' organizations.
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National agreements proved elusive for nonmanual unions in the private sector, though ASTMS sought to establish industrial and company-wide bargaining by building ''combines'' across plants and expanding national advisory councils. Such initiatives continued after the 1968 merger with the Association of Scientific Workers and the absorption of a succession of unions and staff associations in the insurance, health, and chemicals sectors which transformed the union into a general white-collar association with an extremely diverse membership.
In publicizing the case for union membership, Jenkins highlighted the strategic contribution of scientific and technical skills to the modernization of the British economy as well as the looming threat to job security posed by the forces of technology and rationalization. 19 The changing role and appeal of white-collar unions in postwar Britain was not, however, simply the consequence of the brilliant opportunism of leaders such as Jenkins, or institutional responses to the changing environment for collective bargaining. 20 Before the substantial inflow of scientific, computer, and technical members after 1968, the Association led by Jenkins had little prospect of persuading employers that it represented the professional elite of British industry. ASSET had attempted to recruit executive staff during the 1940s by adapting the principles of scientific management to the case for collective ownership, but attracted few managers to its ranks. As Carter noted, the movement to establish a ''third force'' of autonomous managers in postwar labour relations clearly failed, though ASSET had sought to align itself with the British Institute of Management as well as the TUC.
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It is rarely appreciated that the various attempts to establish ''third-force bargaining'' after the War were connected to an effort, by ASSET and other unions, to redefine the role of management in the British economy. Mikardo, Aplin, and other Fabians published various union pamphlets on the organization of bargaining with full employment. The same ASSET luminaries attempted to reform the union to secure effective lay manage- ment of its officers. The fruits of such efforts were relatively paltry as membership stagnated in the late 1940s. The bulk of ASSET's membership continued to be drawn from the supervisors and technicians in the skilled metalworking trades, where craft tradition remained the basis of collective discipline. Even in those grades, the manual unions remained hostile or indifferent to the rights of nonmanual workers. The Association struggled with a periodic crisis in finance and organization as it attempted to service a scattered membership, employed in small groups across the United Kingdom. Each time the executive attempted to concentrate resources on industries with the greatest potential for membership growth other sectors and regions protested at their neglect. Jenkins's solution to the conundrum of union identity was to drive recruitment by bargaining success as a platform for officer recruitment.
Whereas Carter emphasized the distance between the political rhetoric of Jenkins and the everyday concerns of his members, it is argued here that the ASTMS leadership deployed a diverse and subtle rhetoric as well as a range of political techniques to appeal to that membership. The interests of the employees whom the union sought to attract were not necessarily particular or self-evident. Rather they were identified in the process of mobilization that ASSET and ASTMS undertook. These priorities flowed from the union's historic experience of battling employers and governments, as well as other unions, in the postwar years.
The growth and complexity of its membership also presented the union with challenges for those who sought to manage its expansion. In contrast to the Associated Draughtsmen, Jenkins and his lieutenants realized the dangers of basing the union on a narrow group of occupations which could be challenged by new technology. The appeal to a wide group of salaried staff in both private and public sectors led to renewed internal debates on the appointment of specialist industrial rather than regional officers. Mergers with other unions and the absorption of staff associations were secured by granting considerable autonomy to distinct sections of members and the officers who represented them. By the 1970s, ASTMS began to resemble a confederation of distinctive industrial groups and firms, recognized as sectional interests within the constitution of the union. These sequential changes in the structure and governance of the union also had an impact on the regional bodies as Jenkins and the National Executive Council (NEC) strove to manage their divisional councils and the various advisory bodies which were growing in different industries and larger firms.
These reforms in the organization of the union were driven, therefore, by a pragmatic concern to expedite the remarkable rates of growth which ASTMS secured in its early years of existence. They were also guided by the experience which its leaders and officers had accumulated in the postwar period. From its hard experiences of fighting the suspicions of the manual unions as well as resisting British employers, the union developed not only the means of survival but also particular ways of calculating its interests and protecting its members. To adopt the terms used by anthropologists and sociologists of institutions, unions learned to think in distinctive ways, combining a capacity to develop strategic goals and devise tactical skills, based on practical experience, with a set of values or goals which guides its political and moral vision. 22 These are often attributed to rank-and-file discontents, political factionalism, struggles for leadership and status within the union, clashes of different regions, and so on. It is argued here that such factors figured in membership growth during the Jenkins era but that the capacity of officers to secure influence within the organization depended more on their ability to appeal to the main sources of authority by drawing on the precedents and practices established in the postwar years, and adapting them to build a constituency among the members. The capacity to promoting and publicizing the success of the union became a valued skill during the Jenkins years, though this was only one aspect of part of the economy of knowledge and expertise that functioned within the union. The most effective officers linked their recruitment strategies to a set of organizational preferences and policies which appealed not only to the minority of activists but also to the much larger group of members who gave tacit or open support to rival leaders and officers within the union.
There were at least three alternative approaches to organizing, recruitment, and bargaining which evolved within the union during the postwar period. They were not exclusive methods but rather organizing principles which drew on the preferences of members as well as the experience of officers. First, an industrial discipline was derived from work in the manufacturing and maintenance trades where the skilled trade background of supervisors and other members shaped the methods of bargaining. Secondly, there was an appeal to superior executive, technical, and scientific expertise, which derived from its limited representation amongst executives and senior technical personnel before the major influx of qualified staff after 1968. Thirdly, the union accrued an impressive legal and procedural expertise which originated in the struggle for government support during the 1940s but was consolidated in subsequent decades. This base of knowledge enabled the union to devise effective strategies for recognition but also provoked conflict and controversy within the wider union movement. The vulnerability of ASSET in the face of hostile employers prompted the pursuit of legal and legislative remedies from the 1940s as it sought to compel recognition for bargaining purposes, though the union had to withstand the antipathy of many manual unions to any disturbance in the delicate balance of trade-union law.
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These tensions were replicated inside the union as it grew from a tiny association of little more than 10,000 members to become the largest representative of white-collar employees in private industry, building its own workforce from the handful of officials who individually covered regions to a large squad of almost 100 bargainers supported by scores of ancillary and clerical staff. 24 Jenkins's personality certainly figured in the making of officer relations, though his leadership rarely extended to interference in the everyday work of the field officers or regional councils. Contrary to the impression given by his ultra-left critics, he was impatient with bureaucracy and remained an outstanding entrepreneur and publicist rather than an effective manager. 25 Drawing on the distinction in forms of authority suggested by Max Weber, we could say that Jenkins continued to promote his own charismatic leadership rather than emphasizing the tradition of experience gathered in the years of deliberate struggle, or (alternatively) the importance of rational rules and predictable procedures within the organization itself. The limitations of this approach were exposed not only in adverse reactions to Jenkins's Quixotic personality.
ASSET and ASTMS officers continued to enjoy considerable autonomy from head office in the Jenkins years. The union's bargainers were expected to acquire an understanding both of particular geographical areas and a range of industries where their members were employed. Recruitment figures were the most obvious indicators of officers' success or failure, though the respect of important lay members and other officers was usually vital to advancement. Throughout this period the officers remained members of the union which employed them. Membership of the Officers' Committee could assist the rise of an individual who favourably impressed the leadership of the union and built a following among fellow officers, though there was clearly a risk of friction where the workforce enjoyed such autonomy from management directives. Even in his later years, Jenkins favoured the entrepreneurial rather than the corporate model of governance and failed to develop effective systems of control over personnel or finance. Such deficiencies became more apparent when the union faced difficult financial straits as it did in the early postwar years -and was to again after 1979.
It is argued below that political factionalism among the officers and members was of limited importance in shaping the long-term growth of the union or relations among its employees. More significant in the development of union policies and in defining the network of loyalties and contacts among the officers were the different ways of thinking about the union's purpose, style, and practice which developed over these decades. Around these distinct approaches and the personalities who advocated them were assembled officers with varying personal and political ambitions. Precedents and traditions were rooted in the historical experience of industrial bargaining, though officers also drew on values associated with a larger politics of class and organized labour. In the earlier part of this period the problems of stagnation and loss of members were accentuated but not caused by bitter political factionalism among both lay and full-time officers. This interpretation is developed in an examination of the postwar period culminating in the merger with the Association of Scientific Workers in 1968. A future article will consider the years from 1968 to 1979.
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Within weeks of assuming control of ASSET in 1960 Jenkins proposed a radical overhaul of officer coverage within the union, provoking alarm amongst members of the NEC as well as sections of the membership. 26 The Jenkins reforms were made after more than a decade of debate on the organization of the union and the management of its field officers. These discussions had been strongly coloured by the virulent factionalism within the ranks of the union during the Cold War years and by conflicts between interest groups amongst the membership. Harry Knight's predecessor, the flamboyant Tom Agar, had been forced to resign by Ian Mikardo and the NEC in 1945 following turmoil and dissensions in the handling of a key strike. Agar had transformed the union from a tiny association of foremen, mainly employed in railway workshops and engineering works, into an effective union of more than 12,000 members by the end of the war. The union's most important breakthrough under Agar was the signing of a procedure agreement with the powerful Engineering Employers' Federation in 1944, which conceded recognition of ASSET by federated firms once the union demonstrated that it already represented a majority of members employed in any particular grade. Agar also persuaded the union conference to affiliate to the Labour Party, though, by the time this was confirmed in 1945, the General Secretary had been overtaken by the scandal of mismanagement that led to his departure in the same year. Leadership of the union passed into the hands of Knight and two brilliant NEC members, Ian Mikardo and John Aplin. The postwar decline in membership and the continuing poverty of the union severely limited the capacity of the NEC to satisfy the annual conference and quell the frictions between the divisional councils which governed the regional members. By the close of 1950, the union anticipated an income of about £25,000 while expenditure exceeded £28,000.
This was the setting for the discussion of officer coverage within the union after the 1949 Conference as ASSET's brilliant national officer, Will Rowe, presented a scheme of officer reorganization which had been prepared in consultation with his close ally on the NEC, John Aplin. Under intense pressure to recruit members and cut costs, the officers feared redundancies. Bitter personal and political rivalries had divided even the small group of ASSET officers during and after the war, though the looming crisis in the union led to the creation of an independent officers' committee by 1948 and in the financial difficulties of 1949-1950 the field staff stood together in their dealings with the NEC. 27 The spirit of unity burned for only a brief moment as factional fighting erupted at Head Office and between the regional officials at the end of 1950. 28 Left-wing officers, such as Len Powell, who had been recruited from the shop stewards' movement in the engineering industry, argued that the union should concentrate its resources on building industrial members in London. Right-wingers, such as the colourful George Smith in the Birmingham office, were keen to defend the principle of geographical coverage across a range of trades. 29 As the NEC debated the alternative merits of industrial and regional coverage during 1951, the Officers' Committee (OC) formulated their own solution to the continuing financial difficulties of the union. They were guided by a detailed memorandum prepared by their youngest colleague, Clive Jenkins.
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The Jenkins document supported the emphasis on industrial rather than regional coverage, as well as arguing for greater autonomy for those in the field with ''liberty of action for suitably sited organizing officers'' who should concentrate on building members. Though still a young officer, Jenkins laid out the case for specialized, competent bargaining which could only be achieved by the union training its staff ''through detailed experience. There is no better way.'' Permanent negotiated agreements should replace the gentlemanly exchange of letters by which many previous settlements had been secured and the union must actively publicize its wage gains as a basis not merely for future recruitment but also to realize the broader strategic and political mission of the union.
Gratitude is no substitute for understanding, in the work of creating trades unionists. They will remain members of our union if we can see they learn through contact and conflict with their employers that our union is indispensable as a supporter, adviser and organiser of their defence. When they have learnt this through their own experience they will stay and perhaps later embrace some of the wider ideals held in our Movement. In this way we can build the Association; consolidation will result from raising the level of understanding of our members and consciousness of their position and value as workers. 31 The Jenkins paper was only one of the contributions to the heated discussions on rationalization in 1950-1951, but it outlined the approach to union leadership which he retained for most of his career.
His superior as general secretary, Harry Knight, claimed that reorganization had proved a success by the summer of 1951, but it is clear that the NEC was still struggling to get a grip on the financial problems and internal feuds which beset the union. A year later, the Executive was complaining that its divisional councils in the regions spent too much time debating industrial matters and paid too little attention to vital organization. 32 During the late 1940s and early 1950s, the union shored up its recruitment campaigns by forming ''industrial councils'' (sometimes with the grand title of ''national councils'') to coordinate activity in the major sectors of production, though its most significant council work was its participation in joint union initiatives such as the National Joint Council for Civil Air Transport. 33 Membership grew only slowly from the trough of 1950 to about 16,000 by 1954, largely as a result of the dynamic partnership of Jenkins and Ian Mikardo in the civil aviation industry. 34 The gradual improvement in the financial fortunes of the union did not ease the personal frictions among senior staff and in 1954 Will Rowe resigned as Assistant General Secretary, having endured many years of bad relations with Harry Knight. This reopened the debate on the organization of officers and of head office, as criticisms of Knight's leadership mounted.
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After vigorous internal debate, the NEC agreed to appoint an office manager rather than a senior field officer to replace the Assistant General Secretary, and also to move away from industrial coverage in favour of the traditional geographical model which had prevailed before 1949. 36 Jenkins occupied a prominent position on the full-time Officers' Committee and led the protest against these changes, demanding full consultation and threatening to refuse all additional duties given them by Knight. 37 The OC defended the industrial principle, arguing that specialist local knowledge was vital to success, since in many instances they could only gain ground by acting ''as a guerrilla force inside or, sometimes, outside the established collective bargaining machinery''. 38 The renewed crisis over officer coverage in 1954-1955 divided the NEC as well as the divisional councils and the field officers which served them. Mikardo supported the scheme outlined by Knight, while John Aplin (Rowe's former mentor and a powerful London representative) supported the cause of industrial coverage. Facing a revolt of their clerical staff as well as the officers, the divided NEC refused to engage in debates on the wideranging issues raised by Jenkins and the Officers' Committee. The Executive bought off right-wing officers by agreeing to the appointment of another field officer, but Aplin resigned from the NEC in protest at the reforms and led the opposition to Knight from the conference floor. 39 Aplin and Jenkins triumphed at the 1955 Annual Delegate Conference, forcing the NEC to retain industrial specialization and reconsider its coverage programme. 40 These struggles deepened the rifts among the field officers, as Harry Knight moved closer to the right-wingers and isolated Len Powell, the only significant communist officer who remained in a senior position after Jenkins returned to the Labour Party in 1954. 41 Jenkins retained close links with his former comrades in ASSET and the Electrical Trades Union (ETU), reaching an agreement with the latter on aviation membership in the face of bitter right-wing resistance within his own union. 42 Jenkins was promoted to national officer in 1957 and, as the Tribunite left-wingers became dominant, Knight moved to cultivate Mikardo by joining the Victory for Socialism campaign in 1959. This brought him little credit, and when Knight's private business interests and mismanagement of union affairs antagonized Mikardo in early 1960, he was forced to resign and make way for the appointment of his brilliant assistant at the end of the year. 43 On reaching office, Jenkins quickly rewarded his allies. Powell was appointed National Industrial Officer and his effective deputy, while Muriel Turner was given senior officer status as head of the administrative staff handling the union's insurance and legal business. 44 to the difficulties facing its hard-pressed staff lay in a significant growth of membership, and the appointment of younger officers to replace the tired and ageing colleagues who had survived from the difficult postwar years. He quickly persuaded the NEC that the priority must be effective bargaining and the creation of ''district industrial officers'', not unlike those whose appointment by the NEC he had challenged in 1955, though concentrating efforts on ''the big combines'' of leading firms and large branches where the potential for membership growth was significant. 46 During the 1960s, the numbers of combines grew steadily and frequently evolved into the National Advisory Committees (NACs), with more than forty such bodies in existence by 1973, each serviced by an experienced divisional officer as secretary and chaired by an NEC member. 47 The aim of the union was to use these combines to force larger firms into national bargaining, though they were more likely to secure district agreements with distinct plants or cost-centres of these enterprises. In later years the combines and NACs were serviced by employees whose salaries were paid by the companies concerned.
Jenkins lost no opportunity to point out the potential for massive growth, where half of all UK workers were employed in nonmanual occupations by 1965, though membership of the union rose steadily rather than dramatically in his first seven years. 48 Turnover of recruits also remained a problem, even as numbers increased to 44,000 in 1965 and the union claimed more than 50,000 paying members by the time of the merger with the AScW in [1967] [1968] . 49 The merger proved to be the coup which transformed the fortunes of ASSET and provided the platform both for rapid growth and a succession of amalgamations in the years which followed. Before the merger became a serious prospect, even the ambitious Jenkins offered a potential target of no more than 75,000 members by 1972, to be secured by collaboration rather than fusion with other technicians' unions. 50 The majority of the union's members remained in the engineering trades, including those employed in civil aviation where Jenkins had made his reputation during the 1950s. 51 Most employers opposed recognition, while the manual unions remained suspicions of ASSET and woo the rejected party. 53 The result was the creation of the Association of Scientific, Technical, and Managerial Staffs in 1968 with Jenkins and John Dutton as joint General Secretaries.
Jenkins later claimed that he was the architect of an innovative programme of officer recruitment and training from his early days at the head of ASSET, though there is limited evidence of any systematic policy for attracting and educating field officers prior to the merger with AScW. Personal recommendation by senior figures in ASSET and other unions remained an important channel of recruitment. 54 ASSET also attracted officers who had been senior lay officials in such unions as the AESD, including former communists such as Ted Mackenzie. 55 A trainee scheme was introduced in 1965, with the aim of recruiting younger people with academic or vocational qualifications who lacked experience of bargaining with employers. The scheme provided for progress to industrial and divisional officer over two years, but the impact of the probationary system was limited before the great expansion of the field workforce in the 1970s. 56 Nor was the training innovation of 1965 negotiated with the officers. The formal agreement between the NEC and the OC was revised in 1967 without any reference to training or any provision for the dismissal of an officer, except by a decision of the NEC. 57 In practice, training took the form of a brief induction in the London head office and contact with senior field workers before participating in bargaining with an experienced colleague. The first batch of trainees included the brilliant but unstable Roger Rosewell who was aligned with the ultra-left, and a former draughtsman with the Atomic Energy Authority named Don Groves. 58 Not only was the training fairly rudimentary but there appeared to be only a loose system of reporting and review on the progress of trainees, leaving Jenkins with considerable personal discretion and responsibility. When Don Mathison at the Liverpool office reported that Groves was unsuitable for further training after the completion of six months probation, for example, Jenkins rejected the report and extended the trainee's probation under the more relaxed supervision of George Smith in the east Midlands. 59 The political complexion of the officers recruited remained solidly leftwing. Groves was persuaded to join the Communist Party soon after arriving at ASSET, having spent an initial training period in London where the communists had their greatest influence and support. While the employment of communist officers had been a subject of intense controversy during the Cold War, ASSET never developed the tight oligarchy of communist recruitment which was seen in the ETU after 1947, and in DATA during the 1970s. 60 Jenkins remained on friendly terms with a number of communists and left-wing officers who had served the Electrical Trades Union (including Mark Young), after the scandal over ballot-rigging engulfed that union. The publicity successes of Jenkins could not prevent the virulent and sustained smear campaigns which were launched against him as a former communist long after he had returned to Labour. 61 There remained a clear contrast between the political profile of the Jenkins leadership and those technicians' unions dominated or influenced by communists. 62 Officers recruited to ASSET in the 1960s held a variety of political views, from the right wing of the Labour Party to advocates of revolutionary Marxism.
The merger with the scientific workers in 1968 brought a fresh influx of communists into the new union, as they had dominated the AScW executive and also claimed a considerable following among the officers. One of these officers was Reg Bird, who was employed in the Midlands and serviced the new ASTMS Officers' Committee. The fusion of two unions had changed the chemistry of officer relations within the union, as well as enlarging the scope for a rapid expansion of members in salaried posts. As joint General Secretary responsible for staff matters, John Dutton faced the demand from Bird, his former AScW colleague, that the trainee scheme introduced by Jenkins in the ASSET days should be abandoned and officers fully consulted before any similar arrangements were considered. 63 Jenkins and the new NEC considered it politic to concede some ground to the new OC, inviting further discussion on the matter while insisting that they would ''reintroduce the Training Scheme at any time it may be felt necessary''. 64 In 1968 Jenkins and his union stood on the threshold of a period of unprecedented growth and rapid recruitment of new officers as well as members. Jenkins subsequently claimed the credit for recognizing that spectacular growth could be secured by a succession of mergers with similar unions and staff unions across private industry and public services. The Jenkins version of trade-union history explains how his innovative advertising campaigns made a credible appeal to middle-class employees who had little or no experience of trade unionism. These gains were consolidated by the appointment and training of a new generation of officers capable of providing a professional service to sophisticated trade unionists. 65 While illuminating the union's steady expansion away from its base among engineering supervisors, Jenkins's egocentric view of ASTMS's formation and growth obscures the extent to which his officers relied on shared experience, individual initiative, and political insight to sustain themselves in the field. By 1968, the union and its officers had developed a reasonably consistent approach to bargaining, based on the hard experience of dealing with employers and government rather than the public rhetoric with which Jenkins was identified.
The three alternative strands to organization were well established by the late 1960s. Industrial struggles and direct action secured recognition and drew on the union's close collaboration with allies, such as the leftwing Draughtsmen's Association, as well as ASSET's own postwar experiences and contacts with engineering and electrical shop stewards. The appeal to strategic knowledge and expertise which formed the second main strand in ASSET mobilization was reflected in the rhetoric which Jenkins used so skilfully in his publicity campaigns, and which was undoubtedly amplified in Mikardo's parliamentary initiatives in periods when governments appealed for modernization and innovation. These claims to technical and scientific expertise were strengthened by the arrival of the AScW's scientific, medical, and education members, though the emphasis on defending differentials and executive salaries had already been established. The union's ''forensic'' approach to contractual, legal, and parliamentary issues formed the third strand in the union's accumulation of strategic knowledge and bargaining expertise during the ASSET years. The triumph over the Foremen and Staff Mutual Benefit Society by private legislation, and the unrelenting legal challenges to governments as well as employers, provided only the most visible expression of the union's formidable capacity to extend its reach beyond voluntary bargaining.
Each of these methods of building and exploiting knowledge within the union appealed to distinctive strong constituencies among the members, as well as to the officers who represented them. Jenkins and some of his colleagues would resort to each and all of these approaches when charting a route through new sectors such as civil aviation transport in the 1950s, and conflicts with computer or electric equipment manufacturers in the 1960s. There were also important differences of emphasis and priority among the distinct groups of members that were to become apparent in the years after the merger. The leadership of ASSET and ASTMS steadily assembled a powerful cohort of talented officers who could exploit mass communications as well as contributing to the practical, technical, and legal knowledge of the union. Strongly committed to growth and the principle of officer training, there is much less evidence that the union's leaders foresaw the need for a management system which would cope with the rapid expansion of income and appointments. 66 For all his flamboyant claims, Jenkins failed to retain the lessons of his early career when officers were involved in bitter disputes with their employer over working conditions and consultation, arising largely from the penurious state of the union. Although the most visible dissension within the union had revolved around the employment rights of communist officers in the Cold-War years, these recriminations were fuelled by the fundamental problems of declining or stagnant membership and fragile finances.
The union's opposition to government wage controls dated back to the Labour Government's policies of 1948-1949 and aroused less controversy in the union. Since ASSET was concerned to protect the pay and privileges of staff grades, wage restraints were rarely popular with members. Before and after the merger with the AScW in 1968, Mikardo and Jenkins gained publicity by their opposition to the Wilson government's pay pauses. Jenkins skilfully exploited this rhetoric, believing that an expansion of the union's membership and the recruitment of well-paid officers under his leadership would largely resolve the internal frictions which had afflicted the union for much of his early career. His memorandum of the early 1950s had revealed a conviction that the union's foundations would rest on its success at the bargaining table and its capacity to translate this into success by the effective use of the mass media. The ASSET leadership developed a formidable capacity to communicate its message and to appeal to professional employees by the 1960s. His primary interest in recruiting and training qualified younger people remained that of expanding the scale and fluency of his negotiating team. The next article will examine the strengths and weaknesses of his management style in the years of rapid growth after 1968.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Studies of the role of trade-union officers have frequently pointed to the disparity between the democratic rhetoric employed in recruitment of members and the administrative processes which ensured that union officers became the effective rulers of the body which employed them. In the 1960s, the ultra-left in Europe and North America elaborated the criticism of moderate unionism in arguing that the nonsalaried representatives of the workforce, and political activists on the shopfloor, have often provided an important counterweight to the deadening hand of 66. Groves interview, 13 March 2002, emphasized Jenkins's failure to build an effective organization to support the growth of the union, particularly a rigorous system of training and administration.
bureaucracy. Carter's study of Jenkins and white-collar unionism stressed the failure of the union leaders to educate their members in the politics of the wider labour movement, while retaining an abstract rhetoric of leftwing causes which had little bearing on union practice. The response from scholars using a pluralist and institutionalist model of union growth, such as Bain's influential study of white-collar unionism, has usually been to emphasize the diversity of workers' interests and the peculiar historical circumstances in which different unions built their support. In recent years, the radical case for a fundamental divide between the interests of unions officials and the lay membership has been widely dismissed.
This article has attempted a different approach to that provided in some of the key studies of white-collar unionism. It is argued here that academic research, as well as trade unions, draws on and develops contemporary rhetoric in seeking to demonstrate the contemporary relevance of their subject. Institutionalist accounts, such as Bain's, were as much a product of the political and rhetorical engagement of white-collar unions in the postwar era as were the New-Left studies which accompanied the long, uneven decline of communist influence in the workplace after 1945. Union leaders such as Jenkins were important actors in this process, rejecting the workerist agenda of the Marxist parties after 1956 (and academic commentaries) in favour of a more critical intellectual culture which drew on the practical experience of the labour movement and expressed in publications such as Trade Union Affairs. The relationship of this rhetoric to white-collar union growth was a complex and subtle one: Jenkins drew on the distinctive modes of thinking and practice which ASSET and ASTMS developed in the postwar years in developing a distinctive appeal to salaried workers. British trade unions have usually learned to think and behave in response to the success or failure of particular strategies for recruitment and bargaining rather than the political direction advocated by their leaders. Yet they have also been compelled to adapt to the legal and legislative politics of the periods in which they worked.
Over the years 1950-1968, ASSET continued to build its stock of knowledge and bargaining skills mainly through a process of learning by doing. In the early years the bargaining environment was a particularly hostile one for a union seeking to recruit managerial, technical, and scientific employees. The Association faced resistance from manual unions and competition from other staff unions, as well as the enmity of powerful employers. From the 1940s, we can detect the growth of three distinctive forms of recruitment and bargaining as ASSET fought to establish its credentials with the wider union movement as well as powerful employers. The first way of working drew on the collective discipline and the craft reflexes of the metalworking trades from which ASSET recruited the core of its members, and where Powell, Rowe, and others had devised the strategy of combine organization to deal with larger firms. The second strand in the union's thinking and organization was the claim to professional expertise and executive authority, linked to ideas about modernization of industry and the reform of management. The third intellectual and practical resource which ASSET had assembled by the time of its merger with the AScW in 1968 was a formidable legal and legislative experience, not only in the parliamentary work of Mikardo and the Parliamentary Committee but also the forensic intelligence of Turner and the union's legal department. Each of these forms of action carried their own rhetoric and logic which appealed to the membership in distinct ways.
The contribution of Jenkins was to recognize that none of the established ways of thinking about bargaining could in themselves deliver the rapid growth in membership which would secure the position of the nonmanual workforce within the British labour movement. The scope for ''guerrilla'' direct action was restricted to civil aviation and a few other industries at this time. Most members preferred to reach an agreement with their employers without conflict, preserving their differentials and career prospects. The different methods of bargaining were fashioned to appeal to distinctive constituencies within the union as it expanded and became less vulnerable. Legal and parliamentary initiatives gradually overcame the employers' client societies and provided a platform for challenges to government wage controls. In addition to these techniques for growth, Jenkins argued that the key to expansion lay in reaching effective bargains with employers and building a general union of nonmanual workers across industries and services. An ingenious exploitation of the mass media and advertising copy became the means by which he developed and refined the rhetoric of modernization, professionalism, and success in appealing to new recruits. His preferred model of enterprise remained the wealthy public or private corporation which could provide generous salaries and benefits for his members.
The growth of the union resolved one of the dilemmas which had blighted ASSET for much of the postwar period: namely, how to meet the competing demands for geographical and industrial coverage while achieving sufficient specialization of tasks to satisfy a diverse constituency of subscribers. Jenkins registered this problem when representing the Officers' Committee in debates on reorganization during the 1950s, yet he displayed relatively little interest in the structure and administration of the union during his tenure as General Secretary. The combine committees evolved into advisory councils without any detailed guidance from the leadership of the union. Here lay an important difference between Jenkins and some of his contemporaries in the British labour movement. His reliance on charismatic leadership and realpolitik in the management of both full-time and lay officers may be contrasted with the views of intellectual collaborators such as Jim Mortimer of the Draughtsmen's Association. Mortimer was one of a number of white-collar leaders who advocated industrial unionism as the means by which the union movement could be realigned, and salaried staff join the manual unions in a range of strong coalitions. Jenkins believed that the historical culture of the manual unions and their enormous superiority in numbers would lead to a subordination of white-collar workers, marginalizing their influence and threatening their autonomy at the workplace. This was particularly true of supervisory and managerial grades recruited to ASSET. The failure of the proposed fusion between the Draughtsmen's Association and the AScW provided Jenkins with the great opportunity for a merger in [1967] [1968] .
There was also a contrast with some other left-wing leaders of whitecollar unions in Jenkins's selection and management of field officers. He recognized that effective bargaining and recruitment of members would depend on a corps of talented officers who could master the multiple skills of presentation and communication. In common with most other unions, ASSET had relied on the recruitment of lay activists as well as the officers of other unions to its ranks in the 1940s and 1950s. Unions recruited motivated individuals who shared the political values of the British labour movement. Yet Jenkins never sought to establish the kind of oligarchic control which was a feature of many other left-wing union leaderships in postwar Britain. His training scheme exploited the enthusiasm and commitment of younger people who had been educated at university or in the professions, rather than relying solely on seasoned campaigners with long experience of older industries. In practice, decisions about the selection and induction of officers remained pragmatic and personal, with recommendation and experience with other unions as important qualities. Jenkins displayed the intuitive management style which fostered a masculine competitive spirit among individual talents rather than collective discipline.
There continued to be connections between the internal mentality of union behaviour and the rhetoric of British labour politics. Officers were expected to be well versed in the ethos of the trade-union movement and were traditionally recruited from the lay officials of ASSET and its sister organizations, including the Draughtsmen's Association. The presence of communists in the ranks excited fierce controversy during the Cold-War years, as Catholic Action mobilized to exclude any CPGB member from holding office. Jenkins carried a Party card in the early 1950s before returning to Labour. Even at the height of their influence, the communists claimed a minority of field officers and very few senior lay figures within the union. The left-wing followers of Bevan and Tribune were far more in evidence throughout the 1950s and 1960s, led by articulate Labour politicians such as Ian Mikardo. Such activists gained prominence in the Attlee years for their opposition to government wage restraint, though it is clear that Labour was itself somewhat confused in its dealings with the trade unions on this and other matters. 67 The reactionaries within the TUC used both this and the related issue of American-led productivity drives as a weapon to isolate the communists and their supporters. In these struggles ASSET sought to link its ''new managerialism'' and support for legal reforms to the campaign for differential pay and improved conditions for supervisors. These initiatives yielded limited gains in recruitment and political influence before 1965, though Jenkins was more successful in shadowing Harold Wilson's pursuit of a rhetoric of modernization in industry when building support for Labour during the 1960s. It was the Wilson government's decision to reform the trade unions and control pay which set the scene for a renewed conflict with the union movement after 1968, and it was in those years that Jenkins was to secure his reputation as a left-wing union leader. 
